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The new discovery C & Co./Ld. would be given the new series number 1606  
avoiding the old system number 160AA and the  perfin C & C°/Ld. would be  
1602 in the new system.  In a book or catalogue the number P41.l must be  
an "old" number identified with the Petroleum Board because it does not  
have four digits.  Its new number would be P0410.01 which has four digits  
and is easily identified with your catalogue or collection using the old  
system by deleting the two zeros. 
The Tillies system is very confusing in the case of single letter  
perfins as the assignment of the decimal part of the numbers is  
unregulated.  To avoid this the decimal classification of single letter  
perfins (those numbered 0010 in the new system) has been redrawn.  The  
decimals are assigned in order starting with the letter having the lowest  
hole count.    Perfins with identical hole counts are ordered on height  
starting with the smallest.    Standard letters are numbered first  
followed by seriffed letters, script letters and finally letters in  
designs.   This unfortunately leaves no space for additions so these will  
have to be added in order of discovery at the end. 
I hope that the change does not cause confusion, and that with the  
publication of the new GB Catalogue using this system will ensure it soon  
becomes familiar.  In future all Society publications will use this new  
system, and as Catalogue Editor I will oversee the conversion of known  
numbered perfins and assign numbers to newly discovered perfin designs  
on request. 
MULTIPLE DIES                     by Catalogue Editor 
Users who wished to perforate large numbers of stamps often used  
machines containing a number of dies which perforate a strip of stamps  
in one strike.    If these individual dies are not well made the  
resulting perfins are different in shape.    This can lead to the  
reporting of "new" unrecorded dies.    Member Roy Everett has recently  
shown us the strip illustrated below which high lights this problem.  
Seen separately these could have been reported as three of four  
different designs, but as a strip they are identifiable as examples of  
multi-die perfin, no. S 121.4, Identified with Salford Corporation.  
There must be many examples of different designs which are really  
different positions from a multiple die.    Members are asked to report  
examples of multiple pieces showing "different" perfins. 




